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Priorité 6 "Développement durable, changement planétaire et écosystèmes

Ministère délégué à la Recherche et aux Nouvelles Technologies

R&D players in Bulgaria

Staytcho Kolev- National Contact Point FP6 priority 1.6.3
The part "BG RTD" has a main aim to deliver scientific and technical information to the scientific society and to the wide range of interested institutions and persons in Bulgaria.
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National Science Fund of Bulgaria

The NSFB support the progress of the Bulgarian Science and Research. Its activity is built on the base of the experience and skill of a lot of scientists. NSFB participates in a lot of European Community programs and projects.
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Structure of the National Council “Scientific Research”

- National Council
- Executive Board
- Mathematics and Mechanics
- Informatics
- Technical Sciences
- Chemistry
- Physics
- Earth Sciences
- Agrarian Sciences
- Biology
- Medicine
- Social Sciences and Humanities

- Young Scientists’ Competition
- Young Talents’ Competition
- Financial Unit
- Local Area Computer Network

6 FP COST
Bilateral and Multilateral Co-Operation Projects with India, Greece, and Macedonia
Bulgarian Scientific Periodicals
"RILA" Programme
University Research Promotion

Director of "Scientific Research and Projects" Department
secretary
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Information Provision:
- Giving information to all interested institutions and persons for participation in the framework programmes of the European Union;
- Publishing results and achievements of different scientific projects;
- Periodically up-dated catalogue of the research projects (finished and ongoing), performed by the Bulgarian scientists that reflexes: stages of development, results achieved, participants, end products (e. g. technologies developed, end articles, etc.)
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Intermediary:

- Support of the contacts among the Bulgarian research institutions;
- Access to databases with address information for finding Bulgarian/international partners:
  - State institutions;
  - Universities and other academic institutions;
  - Scientific and scientific research-structures;
  - Small and medium sized enterprises (SME);
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- Non-governmental organisations (NGO);
- Foundations;
- Bulgarian scientists.
- Maintaining contacts with congenial information centres in the country with a purpose to concede unified information primarily in the fields of science and education and later on in the other basic fields of the social and economic development of Bulgaria
Electronic forums:

- Organising discussions, conferences, symposia in the country on scientific problems. Publishing conclusions and results.
- Participation in international electronic forums in the fields of science and education;
- Presenting up-to-date information for forthcoming scientific seminars, conferences and other similar events;
The user-audience of our information provision is extremely wide and varied:

- Government;
- Ministries and other state institutions;
- Universities and other academic structures;
- Research institutes;
- NGOs;
- SMEs;
- Bulgarian and international organisations and foundations.
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1.1.6 SustDev Programme Coordination Network of NCP

- MES
- EU-NCPs
- European Commission (DG Research, Transport and Energy, DG Environment)
- SME
- E&R
- IRC
- BAS
- Agrarian
- Foun-on
- Assoc
- Individls
- NG
- MES
- PARTICIPANTS/ PROJECT MANAGERS

Bg delegates at pr. committee

AGENCIE

Uni-tiees

M-str
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What is BAS?
Strategic Objectives and Functional Priorities
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In compliance with the provisions of the law of BAS passed in 1991, the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences carried out a very difficult but necessary reform during the last decade of the 20th century on its own initiative. The most important objectives of this reform were to increase the efficiency of the Academy’s activities, to preserve its highly qualified scientific potential and to enhance the social authority of the institution. In order to achieve these goals the academy undertook to do the following:
To optimise its administrative and personnel structure;
To maintain the high level of scientific research and expertise;
To maintain the national intellectual potential and to provide the highest possible scientific qualification to young scientists;
To support the process of achieving economic stability and development as well as the realization of the social transformation of the country;
To develop cooperation with Bulgarian universities, scientific organizations, governmental and non-governmental institutions;
To ensure adequate funding of research;
To introduce and apply a project based principle in the organization and planning of scientific research;
To support the participation of Bulgarian scientists in the expanding process of international scientific cooperation.
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The mission of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences is to contribute to the development of world science in accordance with the human values, national traditions and interests and to assist the accumulation of the spiritual values of the nation and its welfare.
In order to achieve this objective it is necessary to:

- Improve the funding of science in Bulgaria both in terms of GDP and national budget share and the efficiency of funding;
- To support the development of the Bulgarian society;
- To strengthen the national identity, historical, cultural and spiritual values originated by Bulgarian people on its land;
- To integrate intensively into the European programmes and structures;
- To increase the attractiveness of the scientific career;
- To develop opportunities for scientific communication;
- To improve and modernize the obsolete material basis and equipment;
- To maintain the high level of qualification of Bulgarian scientists;
- To decrease the brain-drain without affecting the mobility of scientists.
The policies and programmes which BAS will pursue in the period until 2007 should clearly reveal to the public the opportunities and the important role the academy is to play in the national, European and world process of building a society and economy based on knowledge.

Some of them are as follows:
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Programme 1.2: Sustainable development and utilisation of the national natural resources.
Programme 1.4: Sustainable development of the scientific potential.
Programme 2.2: Modern methods and approaches for the study of the Earth, the atmosphere and the near space.
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MAIN DEPARTMENTS

Mathematical Sciences
Physical Sciences
Chemical Sciences
Biological Sciences
Earth Sciences
Engineering Sciences
Humanities
Social Sciences
Specialized and Supporting Units
The Association of small and medium enterprises is a new non-governmental organization. It has been created to make the business more successful. Members can be Bulgarian companies and sole proprietors. Any organization is as strong as its members.

The terms for membership in the Association are detailed in the articles. Annual membership fees were decided on the first general assembly. Membership provides with access to the future commercial section of this site, where the business can be promoted and includes a subscription to the “Your Business” magazine - the official media partner of the Association.
Universities of Bulgaria ordered by cities.

- Blagoevgrad
  - American University in Bulgaria
  - South-West University "Neofit Rilski"
- Burgas
  - Bourgas Free University
  - University "Prof. Dr. Asen Zlatarov"
- Dolna Mitropolia
  - Bulgarian Airforce Academy
- Gabrovo
  - Technical University of Gabrovo
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- Pleven
  - High Medical Institute - Pleven
- Plovdiv
  - University of Plovdiv "Paisii Hilendarski"
  - Agricultural University of Plovdiv
  - Higher Institute of Food and Flavour Industries
  - Higher Medical Institute
  - Academy of Music and Dance Art
- Rousse
  - The Rousse University "Angel Kanchev"
- Shoumen
  - Shoumen University"Konstantin Preslavski"
  - Military University Shoumen
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Sofia

The University of Sofia "St. Kliment Ohridski"
Medical University - Sofia
University of National and World Economy
Technical University of Sofia
University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy - Sofia
University of Mining and Geology "St. Ivan Rislki"
University of Architecture, Construction and Geodesy
University of Forestry
New Bulgarian University
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- Stara Zagora
  - Trakia University Stara Zagora
- Svishtov
  - Tsenov Academy of Economics
- Varna
  - University of Economy - Varna
  - Medical University - Varna
  - Technical University - Varna
  - The Naval Academy "N.J. Vaptsarov"
  - Varna Free University
- Veliko Tarnovo
  - The Veliko Turnovo University "St. St. Kiril i Metodi"
  - Higher Military School "Vassil Levski"
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**Expressed Interest Bulgarian Partners- 4th-Call**

- Central Laboratory of General Ecology
  1113 Sofia, 2 Gagarin Street
- National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology-BAS
  1784 Sofia, 66 Tzarigradsko chaussee Blvd.; Fax:+3592 880380 [URL](http://www.meteo.bg)
- Institute of Chemical Engineering-BAS
  Acad. G. Bontchev Str., Bl. 103 1113 Sofia
- Regional Centre of Scientific Applied Service
  6600 Kurdzhali, 1, Minyorska str, Bulgaria
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Thank you very much for your attention!